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The Problem: Inefficient Designs 
Resulting in Cost Over-runs

Slack Management Brackets

The slack Management Bracket is a vital part of the FTTH outside plant 
access network. However, as a result of multiple different custom designs, 
many expensive and also inflexible options are currently being used by 
carriers. Ultimately, this results in the following issues:

1. MICRO-BENDS:

Micro-bends ultimately result in degradation of system 
performance. This is due to brackets not addressing specified bend 
radii of cables. 

2. LARGE SIZE:

As a result of carriers requiring solutions quickly, local companies 
often produce heavy-weight and bulky designs. The typical material 
is metal and the footprint is large. Ultimately, this adversely impacts 
on cost and occupies large footprints being once installe

3. POOR DURABILITY

As a result of these designs being produced quickly, they do not 
address key longterm issues such as corrosion resistance and 
mechanical strength. 
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1. MAINTENANCE REPAIR:

By storing slack cable, carriers do not have to buy additional cable 
and splice it for emergency maintenance repairs.

2. COMPACT:

Designs are lightweight and compact and replace the need for 
more expensive storage units such as pedestals, vaults, cabinets. Ul-
timately – this reduces operational costs. Furthermore, the minimal 
use of pole space gives carriers to flexibility to make future expan-
sions to the network.

3. EASY-TO-USE & INTUITIVE INSTALLATION:

All brackets are user friendly, i.e. they can be mounted on to the 
pole easily and cable coiling is intuitive. For example in one design 
– there is a drop cable management feature on the bracket and
cable strain relief on the backplate.

4. DROP CABLE MANAGEMENT:

The brackets have unique features, such as drop cable manage-
ment and in one design the volume of cable slack can be increased 
by extending arms.

5. HIGH STORAGE CAPACITY:

Brackets are versatile and can store a range of cable volumes with 
minimal additional footprint on pole through efficient design.

6. POLE-MOUNTED:

The bracket can be mounted directly on to poles (wooden / metal 
/ concrete / plastic), through combination of either coach screws, 
through butts or stainless steel bands.

7. UNIVERSAL CLOSURE BACKPLATE ADAPTER:

The Slack Management Brackets can accommodate multiple ven-
dors’ fibre optic splice closures through a versatile backplate that 
can be simply attached to the bracket and secured into position 
using lockpins. This backplate adapter can also be installed within 
manholes for closure mounting. See details of operation of back-

The Solution
Unique features of DexGreen’s solution are:
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plate below (figure 15.1 and figure 15.2).

8. SPLICE CLOSURES:

Cable slack enables jointers to splice fibre within fibre optic 
splice closures at ground levels in controlled conditions and then 
ultimately mounting the closure on the bracket on an aerial 
telecom pole once complete. All splice closures are compatible 
simply by modifying the backplate.

Furthermore, KEY BENEFITS of plastic slack management brackets include: 

DURABILITY: Mechanical damage caused by high winds and other 
weather-related loads will not deform the bracket.

Non-sharp Edges: Will not risk damage to cable or injury to install-
er during installation unlike conventional metal brackets

Economical: Injection moulded plastic is much more economical 
than metals once scale achieved

Non-conductive: Makes the bracket suitable for installation within 
power networks and prevents risk of damage from lightning.

Testing: The plastic material chosen has been tested for UV expo-
sure, extreme temperature cycling, mechanical loads and various 
other requirements. All testing resulted in no permanent damage

Figure 15.2
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Result
Slack Management Brackets (figure 15.3) give carriers flexibility in deploying 
growing FTTH networks, which must be adaptable to changing network 
requirements. Through working directly with carriers, Dexgreen has developed 
an in-depth understanding of and unique insight in to this technology. 
Specifically on material - DexGreen has specified ASA (Acrylonitrile Styrene 
Acrylate) as a result of extreme testing and validation.

Similar to ABS but with better weather resistance ASA is stable against UV light 
and thermal ageing. This is validated by extensive testing performed by Dexgreen. 

In comparison to ASA, PC/ABS or ABS show a decrease of mechanical properties 
and change colour after a relatively short time. This embrittlement  and yellowing 
is caused in particular by the UV part of sunlight combined with atmospheric 
oxygen. 

The butadiene rubber component of ABS and PC/ABS is very sensitive to UV 
radiation and heat: the chemical double bonds break down and the original 
properties are lost.

Figure 15.3
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KEY FEATURES OF DEXGREEN’S SLACK MANAGEMENT BRACKETS ARE:

● Good toughness, rigidity and dimensional stability
● Excellent resistance to weathering, ageing and yellowing
● High thermal stability
● High impact resistance
● Problem-free processing over a wide temperature range
● Highly suitable for long term use
● Good colour stability

We collaborate, innovate & deliver

DexGreen Ltd, Unit 2, Pinnacle Business Park, 
Ballytrasna, Little Island, Co. Cork, Ireland

Tel: +353 21 4317955
Fax: +353 21 4316269

Email: sales@dexgreen.com
Website: www.dexgreen.com




